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Abstract—Social network analysis (SNA) has been used to understand the behavior of nodes which could be individuals or group of persons, events or organizations etc. Importantly, these nodes propagate in many ways and obviously contains attributes. The leaf nodes/foot soldiers possess low values of centrality measures (degree, betweenness and closeness) indicating relatively not important in comparison to other more centrally connected nodes. However, in reality the leaf nodes also called may be follower are very important especially in terrorist cells as they execute the operations. In this paper a new approach to highlight the distinctiveness of these nodes using a binary concept is presented. The results obtained with our study shows and provides a reasonable point of view in understanding roles of different nodes in the network.
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1 Introduction

Social scientist have developed highly efficient techniques like data mining and decision making tree methods to process large amount of data. Data Mining technique extract particular kind of information from this huge data. Typically, once a particular information is located the data mining application alerts either system or the human operator which determines whether the application has provided the requested information. Data mining also allows to record the search process, so that patterns of objects and information can be visualized as graph. This visualization is quite useful for large amount of data information. In the beginning data mining methodology has been developed largely for businesses applications to help with marketing it also has applications in medical profession. However, more recently it has been used in law enforcement and intelligence operations [1]. The development and implementation of these system require a cooperative effort on the part of those who develop and those who operate them. The importance of such systems is that they must provide complete information based on the input and typically sound alarm when targeted information is located however, the final action or judgment is still made by the user. On the other hand decision tree methodology can be used to make decisions. The core idea behind decision tree technique is to correctly locate and identify the choice options which are explicitly evaluated in terms of the importance of their outcome. The probability of that outcome is used in creating a sequence of decision map from start to end. The most positive aspect of this method is that decision is made explicit so that others can use the decision tree if faced with the similar questions. Similar to data mining techniques for application in law enforcement and intelligent operations decision trees can also be used to guide decisions. Both of these tools: data mining and decision tree have applications in the analysis of social networks. In our proposed method after the discovery of important nodes individually decision tree approach can be used to establish/reveal further links between these important nodes.

Social Network Analysis is a mathematical method for ‘connecting the dots’. SNA allows us to map and measure complex, and sometimes covert, human groups and organizations [2]. Given any network where the nodes/agents are individuals, groups, organizations etc., a number of network measures such as centrality or cut-points are used to locate critical/important nodes/agents. Social network analysis is a multi-model multi-link problem so the challenges posed by such multi-dimensional task are enormous. The standard representation of a typical social network model is through a graph data structure. This type of model can be considered as an intellective simulation model, such types of models explain one particular aspect of the model abstracting other factors present in the model. The dynamics of larger social networks is so complex some time it becomes difficult to understand the various levels of interactions and dependencies just by mere representation through a graph. However, to overcome this limitation many analytical methods provide relationship dependencies, role of different nodes and their importance in the social networks. Insight visualization of any network typically focuses on the characteristics of the network structure. Many traditional social network measures and the information processing network measures can help in revealing importance and vulnerabilities of the nodes/agents in the network. Since the start of this century many terrorism events have occurred around the globe. These events have provided a new impetus...
for the analysis, investigation, studying the behavior and tracking terrorist networks (individuals). In this paper we present a simulated study to investigate the behavior of individual nodes using a binary concept explained later in the text.

Typically, one has to identify the following characteristics in the context of SNA:

1. Important individual, event, place or group.
2. Dependency of individual nodes.
3. Leader-Follower identification.
4. Bonding between nodes.
5. Vulnerabilities identification.
6. Key players in the network.
7. Potential threat from the network.
8. Efficiency of overall network.

Application of existing tools on the complex socio-technical systems like SNA is very demanding to win out the required information. Most of the measures and tools work best when the data is complete; i.e., when the information is inclusive about the interactions among the nodes. However, the difficulty is that large scale distributed, covert and terrorist networks typically have considerable missing data. Normally, a sampled snapshot data is available, some of the links may be intentionally hidden (hence missing data may not be randomly distributed). Also data is collected from multiple sources and at different time scales and granularity. In addition inclusive and correct information may be prohibitive because of secrecy. Obviously, there could be other difficulties but even these provide little guidance for what to expect when analyzing these complex socio-technical systems with the existing tools. We have provided details about social network analysis, centrality measures and their mathematics used in the social network analysis in section 2 as comparison has been made between these measures and our proposed technique. Implementation of the proposed technique is explained in section 3 with analysis and discussion of various networks and finally concluding remarks are presented in section 4.

Kathleen Carley has provided the following key characteristics for classification and distinctiveness of nodes [3].

1. An individual or group that if given new information can propagate it rapidly.
2. An individual or group that has relatively more power and can be a possible source of trouble, potential dissidents, or potential innovators.
3. An individual or group where movement to a competing group or organization would ensure that the competing unit would learn all the core or critical information in the original group or organization (inevitable disclosure).
4. An individual, group, or resource that provides redundancy in the network.

The above characteristics are important and typically used as guide lines for the analysis of terrorist/covert cells/networks.

2 SNA & Centrality Measures

Social networks provides mapping and the social network analysis measure relationships and movement between people, groups, events, organizations or other information/knowledge processing entities. People, organization and groups are represented as nodes in the network while the links show relationships or movement between the nodes. SNA provides both visual and mathematical analysis of human relationships. This methodology could also be used by the management to perform Organizational Network Analysis [2]. There are many ways to determine important members of a network. The most straightforward technique is to compute member's degree; the number of direct connections to other members of the network apart from degree more well known measures are betweenness and the closeness.

A node with relatively few direct connections could still be important if it lies between two or more large groups. On the other hand a member could also be important if it has direct and indirect links in such a way that it is placed closest to all other members of the group, in other words the node has to go through fewer intermediaries to reach other members than anyone else. It is important to note that terrorist cells have complex, dynamical and decentralized structures and these standard measures may not be enough to reveal information about important nodes. SNA has been used with other measures to highlight important nodes in terrorist cells [4, 5], other applications like Googles PageRank systems is using the concept of network theory and centrality, in medical field network analysis has been used to track the spread of HIV, more recently a very interesting research for the understanding of relationships from Enron’s email records [6].

2.1 Degree

To comprehend networks and their participants, we evaluate the location of participants in the network. Degree provides the relative importance and the location of a particular node in the network. Degree and similar measures indicate various roles of the nodes in a network, for example leaders, gatekeepers, role models etc. A node
is central if it is strategically located on the communication route joining pairs of other nodes [7, 8]. Being central it can influence other nodes in the network, in other words potentially it can control the flow of information. The potential of control makes the centrality conceptual model for these nodes. The idea of centrality is not new it was first applied to human communication by Baveles in 1948 [7, 9]. In this study relationship between structural centrality and influence in group processes were hypothesized. Following Baveles it was concluded that centrality is related to group efficiency in problem-solving, perception of leadership and the personal satisfaction of participants [10, 11, 12]. In the fifties and sixties more research was conducted on these measures and it was concluded that centrality is relevant to the way groups get organized to solve problems. The following references provide a very deep and pioneering work on these measures [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].

The centrality concept is not exclusive to deal with group problem tasks, it has been used in other discipline as well [23, 24]. A number of centrality measures have been proposed over the past years. Most of the centrality measures are based on one of two quite different conceptual ideas and can be divided into two large classes [25]. The measures in the first class are based on the idea that the centrality of an individual in a network is related to how it is near to others. Second class of measures is based on the idea that central nodes stand between others on the path of communication [26, 27, 28]. A node being on the path of other nodes communication highway has the potential to control what passes through it. The simplest and most straightforward way to quantify the individual centrality is therefore the degree of the individual, i.e., the number of its immediate neighbors. In a graph if every node is reachable from any node in the graph it is called a connected graph also each path in the graph is associated with a distance equal to the number of edges in the path and the shortest path to reach a given pair of nodes is geodesic distance. Nieminen has provided a very systematic elaboration of the concept of degree [29]. Scott has extended the concept based on degree beyond immediate (first) neighbors by selecting the number of points an individual can reach at a distance two or three [30]. Similarly, Freeman produced a global measure based on the concept of closeness in terms of the distances among various nodes [27]. The simplest notion of closeness is obtained by the sum of the geodesic distances from an individual to all the other nodes in the graph [31].

Typically, centrality means degree, with respect to communication a node with relatively high degree looks important. In a social network a node that is directly connected with many other nodes actually see itself and be seen by others in the network as indispensable. This means a node with low degree is isolated from direct involvement and see itself and by others not to be a stakeholder. A general measure of centrality \( D_c(p_i) \) based on degree for a node \( p_i \) is given by [27];

\[
D_c(p_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} d(p_j, p_i) \quad (\text{for all } j \neq i) \tag{1}
\]

where

\[
d(p_j, p_i) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } p_j, p_i \text{ directly connected} \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

A node can be connected with maximum of \((n - 1)\) number of nodes in a \( n \) size network. Therefore, the maximum degree value is \((n - 1)\), so to have a relationship which is proportion of other nodes that are directly connected to \( p_i \) can be written as.

\[
D_c'(p_i) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} d(p_j, p_i)}{(n - 1)} \tag{2}
\]

### 2.2 Betweenness

Betweenness (also called load) measures to what extent a node can play the role of intermediary in the interaction between the other nodes. The most popular and simple betweenness measure based on geodesic path is proposed by Freeman and Anthonisse [26, 28]. In many real scenarios however, communication does not travel exclusively through geodesic paths. For such situations two more betweenness measures are developed first based on all possible paths between couple of nodes [32] and second based on random paths [33]. Consider a graph \( G = (V, E) \) with vertices \( V \) and edges \( E \), a path from a source vertex to a target vertex is an alternating sequence of edges. The length of this path is the total number of edges from source to target and shortest path of these alternating routes is called the geodesic. Therefore, nodes located on many shortest paths (geodesics) between other nodes will have higher betweenness compared with others. For a graph \( G = (V, E) \) with \( n \) vertices, the betweenness \( B_c(k) \) for a vertex \( k \) is:

\[
B_c(k) = \sum_{i \neq j \neq k} \frac{\sigma_{ij}(k)}{\sigma_{ij}} \tag{3}
\]

where \( \sigma_{ij} \) is the number of shortest paths from \( i \) to \( j \), and \( \sigma_{ij}(k) \) is the number of shortest geodesic paths from \( i \) to \( j \) that pass through vertex \( k \). It can be normalized by dividing through the number of pairs of vertices not including \( k \), which is \((n - 1)(n - 2)\). Calculation of betweenness is quite complicated for networks when several geodesics connect a pair of nodes, which is the case in most real world networks. Also, \( B_c(k) \) is dependent on the size of the network on which it is being calculated.
Freeman [27] has provided relative centrality of any node in the network by the following relationship.

\[ B'(k) = \frac{B_c(k)}{(n^2 - 3n + 2)/2} \]  (4)

The idea is that maximum value of \( B_c(k) \) is achieved by the central point of the star that is given by:

\[ \frac{(n^2 - 3n + 2)}{2} \]  (5)

Therefore, the relative betweenness centrality is determined by the ratio given in equation 4 and is re-written as equation 6.

\[ B'(k) = \frac{2B_c(k)}{(n^2 - 3n + 2)} \]  (6)

2.3 Closeness

A more sophisticated centrality measure closeness based on geodesic distance can be defined, which is the mean geodesic (i.e., shortest path) distance between a node and all other nodes reachable from it. Closeness can be regarded as a measure of how long it will take information to spread from a given node to other nodes in the network. From retrospect closeness can provide the information about nodes independence. Although we are not utilizing the closeness centrality in our implementation, however it was necessary to provide brief detail about closeness to complete the discussion on standard centrality measures typically used in SNA. The simplest mathematics for closeness centrality is provided by [31], which is determined by summing the geodesics from a node of interest to all other nodes in the network and taking its inverse. Closeness grows as the distance between node \( i \) and other nodes for example \( (j...n) \) increases. The Closeness \( C_c \) is given by:

\[ C_c(i) = \frac{1}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} d(p_j, p_i)} \]  (7)

Where \( d \) is the geodesic distance between respective nodes, for all those nodes which are not connected the geodesic distance is infinity. The above expression is dependent on the size (number of nodes) of the network and it is appropriate to have an expression which is independent of this limitation. Beauchamp [34] suggested that relative Closeness (point centrality) for a node \( i \) is given by:

\[ C'_c(i) = \frac{(n - 1)}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} d(p_j, p_i)} \]  (8)

3 Implementation & Analysis

The main idea behind our technique is quite simple as we consider a binary matching between all possible pairing and the node which has the lowest or null spill over could be considered as the leader and subsequent nodes may have other roles in the network depending on the degree of spill over. We explain the implementation of our model by considering an example random network of nodes (graph) as shown in figure 1.

It is apparent from the graph that nodes: 2, 4 and 6 can either be followers or leaders where as other nodes have various positions to be of some importance. Table 1 provides the values for three centrality measures and it can be seen that various nodes have different standing based on which centrality measure one consider for evaluation. However, it is difficult to figured out who could be the leader so we use our binary approach by considering all nodes and pairing through binary way as shown in table 2.

As pointed out earlier we know that nodes 2, 4 and 6 can be either leaders or followers (foot soldiers). Now from table 2 it can be seen that Node 6 has the least or null spill over and according to our assumption we believe that node having the least amount of spill over indicate node sitting at a higher level having less amount of communication with the rest of the network which is a typical case of a leader in terrorist network. Nodes 2 and 4 have equal amount of spill over so both can be followers. The other nodes in the network has larger spill over so obviously standing at other positions in the network.

| Table 1: Centrality Measures for Figure 1 |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Node 1 | Node 2 | Node 3 | Node 4 | Node 5 | Node 6 |
| Degree | 0.2000 | 0.2000 | 0.2000 | 0.2000 | 0.2000 | 0.2000 |
| Betweenness | 0.2000 | 0.2000 | 0.2000 | 0.2000 | 0.2000 | 0.2000 |
| Closeness | 0.5000 | 0.7143 | 0.5000 | 0.6250 | 0.4545 | 0.4545 |
4 Conclusion

SNA has been performed by researchers in various contexts, for example in the analysis of structure and generative mechanism of networks, structural analysis of ties among different nodes. For this purpose various centrality measures exist apart from standard measures like degree, betweenness and closeness. Our proposed model for discovering leaders or followers also comes in the latter category. We have shown through simulation by considering a random network to locate leaders or foot soldier by determining the amount of spill over between nodes pairing. The proposed method provides us a clear vision in determining the role of a leader or follower which is hard to determine with standard centrality measures. However our proposed method is still in the development stage although we have provided quite simple and clear evidence of its functionality but we believe that more work with larger and complex networks is necessary in future.

Table 2: Binary Spill Over

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node 1</th>
<th>Node 2</th>
<th>Node 3</th>
<th>Node 4</th>
<th>Node 5</th>
<th>Node 6</th>
<th>Spill Over</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With All</td>
<td>0 1 1 1 1 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 1 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 1 1 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 1 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With All</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 1 1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With All</td>
<td>0 1 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With All</td>
<td>1 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With All</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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